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Recognizing addenda and riders
“Addenda” and “riders” are distinct terms used to indicate a change in or an addition
to a contract or policy. In the employer benefits realm, addenda and riders vary greatly
depending on the benefit structure of the employer and the health plan or pharmacy
benefit manager (PBM) an employer utilizes.

ADDENDUM

RIDER

An addendum provides supplemental coverage to a base health plan policy. This
supplemental change can also be applied to a formulary to extend coverage to
additional medication. An addendum can be incorporated at any time.

Subject to both state policies and deadlines, riders are additions to a base
health plan policy that expand coverage. These changes may be applied to a
formulary to include a previously uncovered medication.

Addenda and riders can extend coverage for a
benefit, service, or drug beyond the core offerings
of a health plan or PBM.
• Often, health plan and PBM core services do not
cover anti-obesity medications (AOMs). Adding
an addendum or rider enables employers to
elect coverage for AOMs
• In order to retain customers, most health plans
and PBMs will support addenda or riders
• Addenda or riders may be added to an annual
or multiyear contract with a health plan or PBM

Here is an example of what an addendum might look like.
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EMPLOYERS CONTROL THEIR BENEFIT AND FORMULARY DESIGN
Employers can follow 1 of 2 models when choosing how to develop health care benefits for
their employees.

SELF-INSURED HEALTH PLANS
Many large and jumbo employers follow the self-insured model, which allows them to tailor medical and
pharmacy benefits to better serve employee needs. Employers pay a fee per member, which goes into a
pooled fund that the employer uses to pay medical and pharmacy claims. When this fund is empty, the
health plan or PBM covers any additional claims.

Self-insured employers will need to create an addendum
to expand coverage of a base health plan policy.
Employee medical
benefits from:

Self-insured:

One PBM the employer offers

The employer is “the payer”1

The formulary the
employees use2:

Employee pharmacy
benefits from:
One health plan the
employer offers

National formulary:
42% of self-insured employers
use a national formulary3

Customized formulary:
58% of self-insured employers
customize their formularies
through addenda3

AOM addenda for self-insured plans
What do employers need to know?
• If AOMs are not included on a PBM’s national formulary, an employer will be required to customize its benefit
plan using an addendum
• Addenda range from simple to complex depending on the health plan or PBM
• All contracts are different. Employers should discuss their individual addendum process with their EBC or
PBM to understand how to incorporate AOM coverage into their benefit design
• Self-insured plans may rely on EBCs to perform cost analyses, to determine pricing, and to design the
addendum benefit
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FULLY INSURED HEALTH PLANS
If an employer follows the fully insured model, it does not choose any components of the benefit design;
instead, the health plan develops employee benefits. Many small- and medium-sized employers are fully
insured. They pay a premium to their health plan for each employee and in return receive pharmacy and
medical benefits.

Fully insured employers will need to create a rider to expand coverage of a base
health plan policy.

Fully insured:
The health plan is “the payer”4
The formulary
employees use:

Pharmacy and medical
benefits from:

Provided by the PBM or
the health plan itself (if the
employer does not work
with a PBM)

One health plan and the
associated PBM4

Customization of
benefits or formulary:
The employer can use a
rider to modify the medical
and pharmacy benefits
provided by the health plan5

AOM riders for fully insured health plans
What do employers need to know?
• Employers must get approval to file a rider from a state insurance authorization agency
• Each insurance company has its own unique regulatory process
• Employers may implement a rider directly with their health plan or PBM, but this procedure is most successful with
help from an employee benefit consultant (EBC)
• Employers may need to wait until the following calendar year or the next open enrollment period to instate a rider
unless the health plan allows for periodic formulary reviews
An EBC can assist by
• Helping to define contract terms with the health plan or PBM
• Validating actuarial cost analyses
• Facilitating rebates

Visit NovoNordiskWORKS.com to learn more about how to
make obesity treatment options available for your employees
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